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SUMMARY

The Financial Mechanism w...s set up in 1976 after negotiat-ions during

which both the Commis.sion and the European Council recognised that problems

of budgetary burden might arise in the future. The Financial Mechanism

waS designed to prevent " during the period of convergence of the economies

of. the Member States, the possible development of si~uations unacceptable
for a Member State and incompatible with the smooth working of the

Communi ty.

The financial Mechanism provided ~hat in certain economic and budgetary

ci rcumstances, which, though of general application, were intended to fit .the

United Kingdom, a Member State should receive a payment designed to be a

partial compensation for a disproportionate budgetary burden. The mechanism

came into operation with effect from 1 January 1976 for- a period of seven years;

not later than the end of the si xth year (1981) the Commi ssionsha II report
to the Counci l on the application of the Financial Mechanism and make suitable

proposals if necessary.

At the time of the Ac.cession negotiations it wa.s clear that for all

Member States the Own Resources Decision of 1970 would not come fully into

operation until 1978; and that for 1978 and 1979 Article 131 of the Treaty

of Accession provided for further limitations on the budgetary contributions

of the three new Member States. It was therefore not until 1980 that the

full effect of the Own Resources Decision wou ld be -felt by the United Kingdom.

The . establishment of this mechanism was a significant factor in resolving
the concerns expressed by the British government over the terms of membership.

As had been foreseen, the mechanism did not operate in respect of any of

the years 1976/79 because the budgetary contl'ibutions of the United Kingdom

were limited by the terms of the Treaty of Accession. The mechanism would,

however, have operated in each of these years if the limitations had not been

in existence.

In 1979 it became apparent that the United Kingdom would become the

bi ggest net cont ributor to the Budget in 1980. In looking for solutions the
Commi ssion stated that "the starting point for an examination of the action



which the community might take in respect of the 
Ur,ited Kingdom' s I)uage'l:ary

problem is logically the existing Financial Mechanism
It also _showed

that if certain internal restrictions were removed from the existing mechanism

a payment of 520 millionECU or roughly one third of the United Kingdom

forecast net contribution could be expected.

The Counci l of Foreign Ministers 
on 29/30 May 1980 decided that there

would be net payments to the United Kingdom in respect of 1980 and 1981 and

that these payments should be made from an amended financial mechanism

and special supplementary measures to be proposed by the Commission.

The corresponding amendments in the Financial Mechanism agreed in 1980

related only to the United Kingdom. These did hot affect the economic

conditions for its operation but provided that if these conditions were

ful fi lled the payment to the united Kingdom would be greater than under the
unamended mechanism. The changes apply only to the years 1980 and 1981.

Unless the Counci l decides. to prolong the life of the amended version, the

provisions of the original Financial Mechanism will apply in respect of 1982.

In respect of 1980 the United Kingdom fulfilled all the conditions of

the Financial Mechanism except that its share in financing the Community

Budget was 8. 5% greater than its GDP share and thus the financing share

did not exceed its GDP share by more than 10%. This was because the GDP share

increased substantially as a .result of the significant rise of the pound
sterling in 1980. A similar situation is likely to occur in respect of 1981.

For 1982 it is forecast that the conditions wi II be. met of growth rate

(in real terms) of per capita GDP and of a 10% excess of budget share over GDP

share: On the other hand, because of the strength of the pound during the years

1979-81 and in view of the fact that the 1982 assessment is based on the average

of the three years 1979, 1980 and 1981, the United Kingdom may not meet the

conditions of an average GDP per head below 85% of the Community average and for

this reason the financial mechanism may not operate in 1982.

The main factor that underlies the fai lure of the mechanism to operate

as intended is the increase during the period 1979 to 1981 of the United Kingdom

GDP share expressed in ECU. Over this period the rate of real growth
in the United Kingdom remained on average significantly below the Community

average. At the same time, the value of the pound increased relative to
the ECU ",hi le the UK had an above average rate of inflation.
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Introduction

1. Article 10 of Regulation No 1172/76 setting up a financial mechanism 
provides that t~e mechanism shall be applicabLe for a trial period of

seven years from 1 January 1976 and that, no later than the end of the sixth

year (1981), the Commission shall report to the Council on the application

of the financial mechanism and make suitable proposals if necessary.

History of setting up the Mechanism

2. Although the me.chanismwbich "finally emer' ged waS of general

applicability, the circumstances which led UP to its establishment and

the factors which were taken into account in determining its nature

were related to a specificaLLy British problem.

3. During the negotiations leading up to the enlargement of the
Communi ty in 1973r the United Kingdom Government had said that it

saw problems in the application of the Own Resources Decision of 1970

which provided that the Comm'Jnity Budget should be financed by

Member States through the transfer of customs duties, Bgricultural

levies and (after a transitional period when contributions based on

Gross National Product would be p~id) by up to 1% levied on a common vaLue

added tax (VAT) base. The United Kingdom foresaw that because of its

trade and economic structures the payments it wolJld l1ave to make

would be disp,'oportibnately large. The Treaty of Accession provided

in Articles 129 and 130 for the appropriate application to the new

Member States of the restriction on rate of growth of budget shares

which already existed in the Own Resources Decision and . also for a

system of gradual payments by the new M~mber States up to the end of

1977. Article 131 provided for further limitations for the two years
1978 and 1979. In the course of negotoiations the Community made the

foL lowi ng stateme~t (1) :

(1) quote 1n COM(74)1800
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Should unacc~ptable situations ari se within the present Community or

an enlarged Community, the very survivcsl of the Community would demand

that the Institutions find equitable solutions.

4. The Government which came to power in the united Kingdom in March 1974
decided to negotiate on certain of the terms of British membership of the
Community and to submit the results to a nationa l referendum. One of
the principal concerns was the belief of the British Government that the

budgetary problem would persist beyond 1979. In June the Counci l referred

the budgetary question to the Commission with a request to dra~ up an

inventory of the economic and financial situation in the Community since

en la fgement as we II as a survey of future development s

. .

5 . The Commission had a difficult task. What it was asked to exami.

in 1974 was a potential problem which was quite likely

all unti l 1980 and which would certainly not reach its

unti l then because of the limitations .on the budgetary
the three new Member States referred to in paragraph 3.

not to arise at
full proPortions

cont r i but ions 

The Commission s implied task was therefore one of forecasting from

1913/1974 data base right the way through to 1980 the development

of each Member State s GNP? its agricultural levies (which would require

forecasting the structure of agricultural trade and the level of

world-versus-Community agricultural price differentials), its customs
duties (requiring a detai led product-by-geographi'C area projection of trade
f lows taking into account the progressive adoption by the Three of the
Common External Tariff), and its VAT revenues (requiring an estima~ion

and preparation of the taxable base for the VAT. in advance of

agreement on a common base for this tax).

The Commission s answer to the Councilo s request was contained

in a document dated 25 October 1974 entitled Inventory of the

Community s Economic and Financial Situation since Enlargemen~ and

Survey of Future Developments ' (COM(74)1800 final).



8. An examination of the relevant economic criteri a, in particular
GDP per head, showed that the United Kingdom was in a relatively 

unfavourable economi c situation.

9. The Commission illustrated that the United Kingdom s annual

rate of increase in Gross Domestic Product in real terms in the

years 1966 to 1974 had on average been lower than the Community

average. or indeed that of any other Member State.

10. Look.ing into the future, the Commission thought th(.lt in the
inflationary situation of 1974 and following the upheavals resulting

from the soaring price of oi l, economic forecasting was exceptionally
hazardous. It nev~rtheless suggested that there were some
prospects of an average annual growth of Community Gross Dome~tic Product

of perhaps 4%. During th-is period there would be s-ignificant
dif-ferences between individual Member States and a continuation of
the below average rate of growth of the United Kingdom s GDP -

see table below.

- 3 -
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GOP RATE - OF GROWTH IN VOLUME

AS FORECAST' BY THE tOMMISS ION IN

(annual rates in %)

1974

1975 Average 1973/1978

Denmark

West Germany

France

\ 2.

5 to 4.

Ireland
Ita ly
Netherlands
Be 19i um

Li.u(embourg

United Kingdom

5 to 4

5 to 3.

Community to 4.

Source: COM (74)1800, final, I.A. Table I

Al though the forecasts turned out as a whole to be overopt imi st i c the relative
position of the United Kingdom has remained unfavourable and' its rate of 
growth has in fact turned out to be low. The average rate of growth for the

Communi ty as a whole for the years 1973/78 was 2.7% and the rate of growth

for the United Kingdom was 2. 2%.

11. The United Kingdom s GDP per capita for toe years 1973/1974 was about
76% of the Community average. It was not expected that thi s would rise

because the United Kingdom s rate of growth .of GDP in real terms was forecast

to be belaw the average. In fact it turned out that the United Kingdom s GOP

per capita for the years 1973/78 was 74. 5% .of the Community average.

12. As regards the burden .of the budget, the Commission decided that it was
not sensible to make forecasts of the situation as it would be in 1980. 
limited itself to- making a simulated estimate .of what the budgetary contributions
.of th'? Member States would have been in 1973 and '1974 if the Own Resources

Decision .of 1970 had been fuLly in opF!ration; and it compared the simulated
relati Je shares of the Member 5tates with their shares in Community GDP.
result s are shown in the table be low.

The
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Total budget
contribut ion

in mi II ion u.

. Simula-t~d
Relative share

in budget

Relative Share
in Communi ty

gross domestic product

1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974

Denmark 109 120

Germany (FR) 514 509 31. 30. 33. 33.

France 897 908 18. 18. 23. 23.

I re land

Italy 668 662 13. 13. 13. 13.

Nether lands 425 389

BLEU 264 278

United Kingdom 968 099 19. 22. 16. 15.

877 995 100 100 100 100

-----

(current market exchange rates)
source: COM (74)1800 1 i na l Table XIV

The Commission concluded, on the basis of information then avai lable, and

allowing for certain structur~l changes which should progressively take place, that

it could not exclude the possibi ity that problems of budgetary burden might

arise in the future.

The Counci l of Foreign Ministers meeting Oil 11 November 1974 fai led to
reach any conclusions on the Commission s document and it was referred to the

Paris Summit of 9 and 10 December 1974.

made the following statement:

At th; s meeting, the European Counei l

I The Heads of State or Government recall the statement made
during the accession negotiations by the Community to the effect

that " if unacceptable situations were to ari se, the very li fe 

the Community would make it imperative for the institutions to

find equitable solutions

They conti rm that the system of own res6uFces represents one of
the fundament~t elements of the economic integration of the

Community. i

They invite the institutions of the Community (th~ Council and

the Commission) to set up as soon as possible a Correct 1n9
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mechanism of a general application which, in the framework

of the system of own resources and ;n harmony with its

normal functioning, based On objective criteria and taking

into consideration in particular the suggestions made to

this effect by the British Government~ couLd prevent

dori ng the period of cOnvergence of the economi es of the

Member States, the possible development of situations

unacceptable for a Membet State and incompatible with

the smooth working of the Community.

14. On .30 January 1975 the Commission presented a document entitled "
The

Unacceptable Situation .and the Correcting Mechanism At the Dublin

Summit on 11 March 1975 the European Council agreed to a mechanism which

was Hnally embodied in Regulati~m 1172/76 and became known as the

'financial mechanism

15. The establishment of this mechanism was a significant factor in

resolving the concerns expressed by the British Government over the

terms of membership.

Description of the Mechanism as adopted in 1976

16. As adopied in 1976 the mechanism provides that if a Member State is

net contributor to ,the Budget, it wi II receive a compensation if it

ful fits simultaneously the following conditions:

(8) its per capita GNP is less than 85% of the average per capita GNP

of the Community measured as a moving average over the three

preceding years;

(b) its growth rate of per capita GNP in real terms is less than 120%

of the tommunityaverage measured as a movi ng average over the

three preceding years;

ec) its share in financing the Community Budget exceedi its GNP share

by more than 10%~

Whe re the ba lance of payments of a Membe~ State, ~a lcuLated f rom a movi 

avprage of the three years of the preceding financial year in progress" Inolis

a surplusp the amounts to be taken into consideration for the calculation

of the excess contribution should be 



t!'2 Pi'1imen'f

;:;

the i~2 r~ber .::ti:it 1'.,J thE' ~udg€t Of C C',(iU!n '\ tj'

j n respe~ t of Va lue Add~d Tax;
thE' amount ",hieh that f'Jenbef" State \wuld have had to pay on the

bClsis of the proportion of its GNP- to thE' total GNP of the !'-1~mber

States to finance the part of the budget not covered by customs

duties and agricultural levies.
Any eXceS5 contribution is then divided into slicesr each of 5 percentage points~

which aI'/? subject to a progressive r' ate of refund -. the first 5 points receiving
no refund, the second 50% and so on up to 30% excessp above which the ref~nd is

1 00%.

The mer.hanisrn came into operation with effect from 1 January 1-976 for a " trial
per iod" o- sev.en years. Sinc~ payments in respect of year N are to be made in

year N + 1 , thj last payment, if any, for the ~ri,l period to 1982 wilt be m~de

in 1983.

11 It was envisaged that cond1tions (~) ~ (c) Mould enable the mech~nism to

appt y to the United Kingdom by the t 1me the fuU effect of the Own Resources
Deei sian was felt in 1980.

j p

~ detailed explanation of the methanism agreed in 1915 is ~ven in

Appendi x A to th i s ~eport.

~__

~,::pJ:jcath.in of the mechanism in 1976 and 1977

,1. 1n 1976 and '1977 the l im; tations on the rate of growth of budget shares

of at l r"lember Statesp contained in the Own Resources Decision of 1970 and

1pol ied to the three new Member States by At'tide 129 and 130 f the Treaty of

'\(It ''~';,('n ~ Wt' r,~ ::.till in ('peration. It wilt be seen from ApPendix B (1)

chat the United Kingdom fulfi lled the conditions of the financial mechanism
at (a) and O~) of paragraph 15" but that its share in financing the Comrnu!iity

dwh)\'\ 1,10$ less than its GNP shat' E'. because of the limitations referred to.

In -i916 the .United K-jngdom .J8S a net contribt,tor to the budget but was on the other
hard ~ n~t recif1J'ient in 1977 because of hi~ receipts due to negative monetary
r.:)"HH~n$a to!')' 0i1t10unt s.

If! . No other Member State ful fi lled a II the condi t ions.

.'1. It 15 J€f'Y difficult to give precise figures" but it is clear from the
hi~l ie..1e~ of the United Kingdom s customs duties and agricultural levies that

it would ~ave fulfilled all the conditions (incLuding that of being a net

(1) :\pr,pndi:~ \3 provides data concerning the fulfilment by the United Kingdom
of the conditi~~s of the Financial Me~hanism



contributor) if the limitations of the Own ~esources Decision (as applied by

Article 130 of the Treaty of Accession) had not been ;n operation.

Theappl ication of the mechani smin 1978 and 1979

21. In 1978 and 1979 the special limitations on the budget contributions of
the three new Member States (Article 131 of the Treaty of Accession) were in

operation.

23. In 1'978 the United Kingdom was a net contributor to the Communi ty Budget and
ful filled the condi tions at (a) and (b) of paragraph 15. It did not however 

fulfil the condition at (c) that its budget share should exceed its GNP share

by 10% (Appendix B).

24. In 1979 the United Kingdom asked for application of the mechaRism and the
Commi ssion, on the basi s of the figures and exchange rates available .at the
time of preparation of the preliminary draft budget 1980, accepted that the

conditions were met and entered an amount of 68 million ECU. The United Ki~gdom

was due to bea net contributor to the Community budget and its, situation - as regards
the other criteria for the application of the mechanism was forecast as follows:

Per capita GNP

Rate of growth (in real terms)
of per capita GNP

72% of the Communi ty average

Budget share
GNP share

Excess of budget share over
GNP share

88% of the Communi ty average

17.
1 5.

11 .

Moreover, calculated frdm a moving average, the balance of payments for the

United Kingdom was forecast to be in deficit for the, years 1976,. 1977 and

1978. This forecast turned out to be right.

Ho\-deveJ', the pound sterling increased in value against the ECU in 1979 and

by the time the draft budget 1980 was adopted the United Kingdom s share in
Camm'ini ty GNP had consequent ly increased to 16. 7% and it no longer met the

condi tion that its budget share would be more than 10% above its GNP sharev

SEe!? Appendix B. The amol..!nt was therefore ~rithdrahfn from the draft budget..
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25Q No other fl'iember State futti lied all the conditions.26. If the prayi signs of the Tr.~ty of

Accession... limiting in 1978 and 1979 the budget contribt.!tions of the three new
Member States.... ha~ not been in operation the United Kingdom s budget share

would have been 19. 4% in 1978 and 21. 1% in 1979. It would therefore have
fulfilled easily the condition that hs budget ~hare should .be more than 10%

above its GNP share and the mechanism would have operated. ihis indicates

that it was correct to have assumed in 1974 that the full application of the

Own Resources Decision of 1970 would produce a situation in which the financial

mechanism woutd operate. (1)

The 1980 amendment of the mechanism in favour of the United Kingdom

27. The British Government _ reor:H~f!e-q di-scussions of its budqetary problem 'in 1978

in the light (jf the ending by 1980 of the limitations of the Treaty of
Accession. The discussions continued into 1979 and the Eur-op€an Counci l 

21/22 June '1979 at StrasboIJrg asked the Commission to study the situation of
e?ch r4ember State -in respI,:,ct of the Community budget for the years 1979.-80~

28~ The Commission produced thr-ee papers (2) during thfJ period Leading

up to the European Counei l in f1vb li 11 on 29/30 November \J 9790 The f'etel'. ence

paper in~iice:tedthat the Urr;ted K.ingdpffi !'JOule! become th~ biggest; net c.ontributol'

to the Budget -in 1980 -with B net .j"d-icit", on certain IWfotheseSr of abGut 1~)50 -

mi(Uon ECU~ Document COf-'i(79,i 620 

~.- 

paragraph 111' said' that"the $tarting point
for an examination of the ac~ion which t~e Community might take in respect af ~he

UK' s budgetary problem i ~ Logi 1./ the existing -finan,;ial !!H?chanism
showed atso (paragi-aph 'jft) that the exist.ing mechanism would pr'oduce a net
payment of no- tiKI,,: than 250 ui-U-' Qn ECU but that -if cert"dn restrict-ions were

removed the payment HOl:(_ d be -hu:;,"eased to about 520 m; U lQt! ECU \.'H' one th'; ra

91 the United Kingdomdeficita
'9'",'1)
""I' ' TI,e ulitvLlf\ ;;:uropean Counc-i l d~.j not reach an agreement but the c::mclusions

stated~ " It Wi;iS agreed that the CQIJ\!'" ission s p"-oposals concetrl"ing the

adaptation of the. F-inancial f"iez:lrmis.1: could ccnstitute a usefuL basis -for

--~-~---,~-,-- "---------'-----.'-

(1 ) It is interesting to notE. th. t the -fOl'eC8st 19-19 Gh1P sharE.' of 15,
(before . the full r-ise in the vatue Df the po\Jnd sterling.was knot-,n) t"ras

close to the 1974 s-;mvlation - igw-e of 15- 9% in paragraph ';1 and that th 
1979 budget share of 2L'!% (after .;;L1minc;i:-ing the effects af the Treaty

Accession). was close to the simu

(2) COM (79) 462 (Ref~r~nc~ an1 rOM (79) 680
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a solution which would respect Community achievement andsolidarit-

30.. The. 'meeting of the Counci l of Forei 91"1

Ministers on 29/30 May 1980 decided that there would be net
paymen,ts to the United Kingdom in respect of 1980aod 1981 .- mainly from the

Community Budgets of 1981 and 198201t was'-envisagedthat these payments 
shol,.ild be

made fjrstly from an !adapted financial - mef hanism.. w~,th- the balance being ~overed

by the spe~ i a L 5UPP lementary ' measures to be proposea bY the C ()~mi 55i on.. . So far as :the

adapted financial mec~-an;:sm was concerned, this decision of the Council waS

incorporCited in _Regulation No0 2473/80 which amended Regylation No. 1172/76. 

The substantive changes agreed in 1980 related only to the United Kingdom

and wee~:

(i) The abolition of the tranche system of assessing the payme.nt and
replacing it by a simple payment of the who le of the excess- if the U.

contribution exceeds by 10% the amount it would have paid under a GDP

system.
The - remova l of the l imi tati on that the payment may . not exceed 3% of the(i i)
Budget.

(iii) The removal of the balance of payments rule.

Although some doubt was expressed by the United !(i ngdom about the three

conditions (a), (b) and (c) in paragraph 1~9 they were not changed

because the Commission s view was that " in present circum$.tances,..

however, it is unlikely that they wouLd disqualify the United Kingdom from

a repayment", at least before the enLargernent Qf the Community (cor~ (79)

620, paragrqph 16). The changes for the United Kingdom apply to the

jnancial. years 1980 and 1981" UnLess the Cound l decid~s to prolong the
Cite oT the amended vers~Qnp the prc.w'is-'ons of thE: original 'financial

mechanism will apply in respect of 1982r

32. A detai led expLanatian of the amended (1980) finarcial mechanism is giyen

in ApPi-ndix Co
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(i.~. ~~~9 theft l~O%)~ A~~e, ih~ U~1t~d ~1nijd~ml g ~~~ ~h~f~ w~~ t~f~ee~t 

~g'

17. 82% and its budget share as 20. 94%; on this basis.. its share of financing
the Budget would exceed its share under a GDP system by 17. 49% (i. e. more than

10%). - An entry was therefore made in the 1981 Budget of the whole of - the 11. 49%

(469 million ECUs).

34. However, a recent reassessment of the situation (required under Article 7(2)
of Regulation 1172/76) shows that the forecast excess of 17. 49% has fallen

to 8. 53%. Thi s is mainly because the United Kingdom ' $ share of Community GDP
in 1980 is riow calculated as 18. 92% as against the forecast of 17. 82% made in
early 1980 - an increase of 6.2%; this rise is almost entire--ly, due to the increase
in the value of the pound sterling against the ECU and therefore to an increase in

fhe number of ECU represented by the United Kingdom s GDP expressed in national

money. Also, the forecast budget share of 20. 94% which was based on the 1 980 budget
turned out to be 20. 53% . when the budget (including the second supplementary

budget) was executed. The reassessment showed that the United Kingdom continued

to fulfil the other two conditions (see Appendix B). 

35. Since the United Kingdom s share of financing the Budget is 110 longer 10%

(!111ft'. thC:ln its :.hare fit) the b~5is of GDP the entitlement to a payment under the
financial mechanism no longer exists and the appropriations concerned must be

transferred from Chapter 41 of the 1981 Budget to Chapter 58 relating to

supplementary measures.

36. In respect of 1981, the Commission s assessment is that the United Kingdom

will meet the conditions of average GDP per head (with 82% of the Community

average) and growth rate (in real terms) of per capita GDP (with 34% of the

Communi ty average). The UK1 s share of the Budget is forecast, however, as

only 6. 3% higher. than its share on a GDP basis and therefore no payment has
been entered in the 1982 preliminary draft budget. The Commission wi II reassess
the situation in early 1982 when more up-to-date figures are avai lable..

37. It should be noted that a parallel movement between a Member State s GDP share

and its share in financing the Budget cannot ; necessari.lybeexpected. There
are a number of reasons for this, both economic and budgetary, of which the

main one is the fact that GDP shares are converted into ECU at the average

annual rate of exchange, whereas this is not the case for own resources and,

in particular, VAT which is directly payable in ECU calculated from forecasts

in national monies which are converted into EW at the rate of 1 February of
the preceding year.
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38. ~n respect of 1982, the- Commission s present assessment is that

the conditions wi II be met of .growth rate (in real terms) of -per capita

GDP and of a 10% excess of Budget share over GDPshare; but that the

average of the. three years 1979, 1980 and 1981 (on which the 1982

assessment is baset:J) ",i II give a share of GDP per head on the basis of the

averageannuat value of the ECU of about 89%. If this turns out to be

correct, no payment would be payable- to the UK in re.spect of 1982 under

either the original or the adapted mechanism.

39. The main factor that underlies the fili lute of the mechanism to
operate as intended is the increase during the period 1979 to 1981 of the

United Kingdo~ ' s GDP share expressed in ECU. Over this period the rate
of real growth in the United Kingdom remained on average significantly below

the Community average. At the same time, the value of the pound increased

relative to the ECU whi le the UK had an above average rate of inflation.



APPENDIX' A

Description of the fi nancia~ Mechanism (Re~ulation No 1172176)
(This was amended by Regulation No. 2473/80 - the main changes affecting only

the United Kingdom - see paragraph 20 of the main text).

1. On a resaoned application from- a Member State... submitted not later than
30 June, the Commi ssion assesses the facts of the situation having est~bl i shed
that the following conditions are met simultaneousLy:

(a) the per capita gross domestic product (GNP) ~f the Membei State is less

than 85% of the average per capita GNP for the Community (averages of the

figures ' for the three years preceding the financial year in progress...

caLculated at current market exchange rates);

the growth rate of the per capita GNP in real ter:ms of the Member State

is less than 120% of the average rate for the Community (average of the

figures for the three preceding years);

The total payments made by the Member State to the Communities ' Budget

for the financial year in progress, ne~ of any financial compensations

the Member State .ay have r~ceived under Article 131 of the Act of

AcCession, exceed by more than 10% the amount it wouCd have to pay if the

part of the Budget covered by the Decision of Apri l 1970, (i e. by customs

duties... agricultural levies, VAT resources or GNP-based contributions) were
financed by the Member States on the basi s of the proportion of thei r GDP
to the total GNP of the Member States. The figures for GNP relate to the

financial year in progress and are therefore estimatesa

(b)

(c)

The ex-cess referred to in (d above is refunded in the following proportions:
nilThe portion from

0001 % 10%
10, 0001% 15%
15, 0001 % 20%
20, 0001% 25%
25, 0001% 30%

Above 30%

50%
60%
70%
80%
90%

100%

3. The payment calculated as indicated in point 2 may not exceed the smaller of
of the following two amounts:

(a) The amount of the negative balance for the Member State concerned between -its
transfers of funds to the Commun-ities ' Budget and the transf~rs received

f rom the Budget (1). This balance is established without taking account

(1) If the balance i~ positive for the Member State concerned,

becomes inapplicable,

mechani 2m
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of the payment5 made unde~ the financial mechanism. Payments received

by the Member State include payments made on its behalf by other Member

States as MCAs.

Cb) The payments by the Member State to the Budget for the current financial

year after deduction of customs duties and agricultural levies.

4. Where the balance of payment~ of a Member State, ca lculated from a moving
average of the three years preceding the financial year in progress, shows a

surplus, the amounts to be taken into consideration in the calculation of the

excess amoun~ referred to in 2 (c) above shall respectively be replaced by:

The payments by the Member St.ate to the Budget of the Communities in

respect of Value Added Tax.

The amount which that State would have had to pay on the basis of the

proport ion of its GNP to the tota l GNP of the Member States to Hnance the
part of the Budget not covered by customs duties and agricultural levies.

5. The total amounts of the payments for a given financial year shall not
exceed 3% of the total expenditure chargeable to that year.

At the request of the Member State concerned an advance equa l to 75% of

the provisional amount of the payment is paid at the beginning of the following

year. On the basis of the final data, the Commission then calculates the

finaL amount of the payment.
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ApPEND IX C

Description of the Financial Mechanism as applied to the United Kingdom for the

years 1980 and 1981 (Regulation No. 2473/80)

On a reasoned appl ication from a Member State, submitted not later than

30 June, the Commi ssion assesses the facts of the situation having established

that the following conditions are met simultaneously:

(a) the per capita gross domestic product (GDP) of the Member State is less

than 85% of the average per captia GDP for the Community (averages of the

figures for the three years preceding the financial year in progress, on

the basis of the average annual value of the ECU)i

the growth rate of the per capita GDP in reaL terms of the Member State is

less than 120% of the average rate for the Community (average of the figures

for the three preceding years);

The total payment. i~ feU made by the Member State to theCommunitie

Budget for the financial year in progress exceed by more than 10% the

amount it would have to pay if the part of the Budget covered by the

Decision of Apri l 1970, (i . e. by customs duties, agricultural levies, VAT
resources or GNP-based contributions) were financed by the Member States

on the basi s of 1;he proportion of thei r GDP to the total GDP of the Member
Sta~es. The figures for GOP relate to the financial year in progress and

are therefore estimates.

(b)

(c)

' excess referred to in (d above is refunded in full.

The payment calculated as indicated in point 2 may not exceed the smaller of

the following two amounts:

(a) The amount of the negative balance for the Member State concerned between
its transfers of funds to the Communities ' Budget and the transfers received

from the Budget (1), This balance is established with~ut taking account of th!

payments made under the financial mechanism. Payments received by the

Member State include payments made on its behalf by other Member States

as MCA s.

(b) The payments by the Member State to the Budget for the current financial year

after deduction of customs duties and agricultural levies.

4. At the request of the Member State conc~rned, an advance equal to 75% of
the provisional amount of the payment is paid at the beginning of the following

year. On the basis of the final data, the Commission then calculates the final

amount of the payment.

(1) If the balance is positive for the Member State concerned, the mechanism

becomes inapplicable.


